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Social Science - ClassVI 
 

Project Work 

1. Find out which type of government is present in the following countries- Pakistan, England, 

America and India. Write detail of your research and prepare PPT on any one country and its 

type of government. 

2. Write an article on the topic- Media Play an important role of watch dog  in democracy (F/N/B) 

3. Indus valley civilization is the first planned civilization in Indian sub continent. It was famous for 

its town planning. Make a picture album showing the different features of it along with some 

details. Use your creative ideas to prepare picture album. 

Project should include following features: 

* The great bath  *The citadel  * Houses 

* Granaries   * Drainage System * Upper and lower town 

 

4. It  is a duty of every person to protect the environment  and its surrounding. Prepare a poster to  

show don'ts and do's to make your environment healthy.(A3 sheet) 

Value Based Questions(Do in F/N/B) 

1. your  neighbours  are throwing garbage peels and other things everyday out of their house 

which makes the surroundings  dirty .Being a good citizen of society what steps will you take to 

make him understand his mistake. Write any three steps. 

2. In your class a new student enrolled ,he belongs to Bengal and  not comfortable with new 

environment ,some students started making fun of him . What steps will you take to support 

him ,so that he may not feel uncomfortable in class. 

3. Suppose you are elected as a environment minister of your school government .What 

measure you will take to make your school dust free. Give details of any five steps 

4. Learn questions from the following chapters - When ,where and how, The earlier societies , 

depth of diversity in India for written test after vacations. 

 5.Do all the questions from back ex. of chapter " Wonders  in  the sky" in fair note book. 
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